




Shao Ting can’t wait for the party. 

She asks, “Mama, can we dance 

now?” and Mama says, “Not now, 

Shao Ting. We need these things 

first.”
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Shao Ting gets her new friend Nana Ya to 
help. Nana Ya loves to play.
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Nana Ya asks Shao Ting, “What do we 
need?”
“Mama says we need food,” Shao Ting 
answers. 

“Do we need some chicken?” Nana Ya
asks. 
“No, we need some pomelos,” Shao 
Ting answers.

Things
1.Pomelos
2.Music
3.Dresses
4.Cooking
5.Lights 3



“Some what?” Nana Ya asks.

“Pomelos!”
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“Let’s go get some!” says Shao Ting.
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“Now, what do we need?” asks Nana Ya.
“Baba says we need music,” answers Shao Ting.
“Baba?” asks Nana Ya.
“Baba is my papa,” answers Shao Ting.
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“Okay, my baba plays the drum with me,” says Nana Ya.
“Let’s go get it,” says Shao Ting.
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“Here it is!” says Nana Ya.

“Can I play it?” asks Shao Ting.

“Sure! Like this!” Boom ba ba boom

“Like this?” Boom ba ba boom

“Now, what do we need?” asks Nana Ya.
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“We need party dresses!” says Shao Ting.

“Yes, party dresses!”
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“Let’s go to the 
party!”
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Nana Ya asks, “Mama, what are you doing?”

“Nana Ya, I’m cooking,” she answers.

“May I help you?” Nana Ya asks her.

“Yes, Nana Ya, you may.”
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“Mama, 
what are you doing?”
asks Shao Ting.

“Shao Ting, I’m hanging lights,”
answers Mama.

“May I help you?”
“Yes, Shao Ting, you may.”
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“Papa, we need music,” says Nana Ya.

“Okay, Nana Ya. Where is my drum?” asks Papa.

“Here it is!” says Nana Ya.
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“Mama, can we dance now?” asks Shao Ting.
“Not yet, Shao Ting, 
we need to welcome our new friends,”
answers Mama.
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“Mama, can we dance now?”
Shao Ting and Nana Ya ask.

“Yes, Shao Ting and Nana Ya.
Now, we can dance,” answers Mama.
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Shao Ting and Nana Ya say, “Everyone, let’s have fun!”



The End
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